From the chair…
Is it just me or do these Newsletters come around ever quicker? It
seems only a few days ago that we were thinking about the
upcoming marathons and now here we are starting a new month
and thinking already about the ballot for next year’s London
Marathon. In fact, by the time you read this I am sure there will be
a pride of Lions already in the ballot. Good luck to all those that
have entered the fray.
What has happened over the last month? I am sure that Andrew
Laird Boldy has gained a few extra grey hairs as we move into the
month of the Calderdale Way Relay. Once again, we are entering
seven teams which needs a total of 84 runners and I am sure that I
have seen a least 4 revisions of the teams appear on Facebook and
the Forum. For Andrew’s sake those who are in team’s please wrap
yourselves in cotton wool until the 20th May.
Our beginners’ course started on the 16th April and we had around 80 people signed up for this. Mark
and Tanya provided a fun first evening of drills and games to warm them up and despite some
inclement weather on the second week we still had a really good turnout. Our thanks go to the Run
Leaders and Lions that turned up to support Emma and Holly with this and with some luck with the
weather we can have another successful course. Watch out for when the beginners’ fun run and
away runs are as your continued involvement shows what an inclusive club we are and when you are
starting out it is nice to have that encouragement of an experienced runner alongside you.
Preparations for the Bluebell are well underway with the final shout coming out for volunteers on the
day. This race is our Blue Ribbon event and this year sold out in record time with a large waiting list
too. That is testament to the effort that the race directors and their teams put in each year. On the
day we have registration, start, river crossing, finish and goody bag teams. There are race and car
park marshals with some members doubling up in several of these positions to make the day work.
Then of course there is our social team led by Rebecca O’Neil providing the fun on the day. As I said
last month we are grateful for the time that our members, and family members, give us at our
various events and as Clayton Cutter our race director and Karen Thorne our chief marshal put out
requests for help I hope we can continue to supply that support.
We do also host other races through the year and I am pleased to say that Sally McGregor has agreed
to continue as race director for the Stainland Trail this year. It gets quite busy as the event nears and
Sally will be looking for some support nearer the time. We also need a chief marshal for the event if
anyone would like to step forward for that we will reward you with a grateful smile and a to do list.

Earlier on I mentioned Rebecca O’Neil’s social committee and I think you will agree that over the last
18 months they have done a great job in following the Lions tradition of providing some fantastic
social events. For various reasons the committee has depleted a little just recently and Rebecca
would like to lift the numbers again to spread some of the workload. It also helps with fresh ideas
coming into the group. If it is something you may be interested in, then please let Rebecca know.
After a great turnout in the first Vets race of the season we have the next instalment coming up at
Roundhay in Leeds on the 8th May with the next one at Kirkstall at the end of the month. Let’s show
the Yorkshire Vets that Honley was only a taste of what we as a club can produce. Watch out for
Gavin posting the details.
Finally, I have had some subtle pressure from a Lion ever since I started completing this report to
name them here. I had promised that if they completed a race that was outside their comfort zone
then I would find a way to include them. To avoid completing a Cross Country or Vets race this Lion
has now resorted to playing detective. They have reported some fly tipping on the route of Leg 5 of
the Calderdale Way Relay even to the point of searching through the rubbish to find details of the
perpetrator and passing those onto the authorities. I have run past the site myself and it is truly
disgusting that our fellow humans can leave such a mess and for that I applaud this resolute Lion. Am
I going to name them? No not yet. What other selfless act will they carry out to achieve their goal?
Watch this space for the next update.

Paul
Club Chairman

Dates for the Diary
Monday 7th May – Coiners Fell Race, Mytholmroyd (Championship Event)
Tuesday 8th May – YVAA Race 2 @ Roundhay
Thursday 10th May – The Alma Inn Away Run
Sunday 13th May – Bluebell Race Day
Sunday 20th May – Calderdale Way Relay
Thursday 24th May – Hare & Tortoise
Tuesday 29th May – YVAA Race 3 @ Kirkstall
Sunday 3rd June – YVAA Race 4 @ Whitby (Bus being organised – check forum)
Thursday 7th June – Downhill 10K
Saturday 23rd June – Stainland Lions 30th Anniversary Summer Bash
Thursday 28th June – Annual Stadium Challenge

Club Publicity Officer
Susan Cash
Summary of Race Reports for May
Newsletter

6 April 2018: Lots of racing over the Easter weekend!
Bunny Runs
Taking advantage of the lighter evenings, four Lions hopped over to Haworth for the first of this year’s series of
Bunny Runs. These popular midweek mini cross‐country races usually attract around 200 runners, all vying for
the chance to win armfuls of chocolate and Cadbury’s Creme Eggs.
Results: Kevin Jaggar 24:00, Julie Field 24:11, Paul Patrick 24:13, Ray Mooney 28:52
New Club Record for Mags at Salford 10K
After her outstanding cross‐country season this winter, Mags Beever hit the road on Good Friday, scoring a
new personal best at Salford 10K and finishing second F35 overall. Her time of 37:56 is a new F35 club record –
well done Mags!
The two‐lap undulating course attracted a field of 630 runners this year.
Results: Mags Beever 37:56, Lorraine Naylor 44:03
The Lakes Mountain 42
Ultra‐runner James Penson was in action again on Easter Saturday, tackling the Lakes Mountain 42. After a
dawn start, James was expecting to have to run 42 technical miles of tough, unmarked mountain trails with
around 10,000 feet of ascent including the summits of Helvellyn and High Street. In the event, severe weather
and treacherous conditions on the tops resulted in the race being shortened to “only” 27 miles.
Results: James Penson 6 hours 16 minutes
The Ballyliffin International Coastal Challenge
Maria Harron ran this scenic 10‐mile race in Ireland on Easter Saturday. Set on the wild Atlantic Way, it’s been
dubbed “Ireland’s most spectacular race”. The event is unique in that the final two miles are run on Pollan
Beach. The entire course fringes the sea, with the beautiful backdrop of Malin Head. Maria ran a personal best
time to finish 6th lady.
Result: Maria Harron 75:19
Helmsley 10K

Two Lions were represented at the Helmsley 10K Multi Terrain Challenge. This community event took place on
Easter Sunday on a mixture of forestry tracks, footpaths, roads and fields.
Results: David Waite: 56:33, Diane Waite: 56:39
The Hot Cross Bun Duathlon
After their triathlon last week, Tony and Tracy Mott competed in the inaugural Hot Cross Bun Duathlon in
Keighley on Easter Sunday. John Rushworth also took on the challenge, which comprised a 5K run, 20K bike
ride and another 5K run.
Results: Tony Mott 1:36:00, John Rushworth 2:01:04, Tracy
Mott 2:07:50
Ackworth Half Marathon
Undeterred by heavy snow, three Lions ran the Ackworth
Half Marathon in Biblical conditions on Easter Monday,
with Helen Armitage (recently returned from injury) leading
the Lions home and taking the 2nd F50 prize.
Results: Helen Armitage 1:49:36, Rebecca O’Neill 1:51:24,
Paul Armitage 2:09:23

Liverpool to Manchester 50 Mile Ultra Marathon
Starting from the Albert Dock, the L2M 50 Mile Ultra‐
Marathon follows the Trans‐Pennine Trail and the River
Mersey from Liverpool to Manchester. The course is flat
and fast (but, needless to say, very very long). Genevieve
Thompson, making her debut at Ultra distance, braved the
rain, sleet, snow and wind on Easter Monday to complete
the route in just over 11½ hours. After getting lost a
couple of times en‐route, she covered even further than
the required 50 miles.
Speaking the day after her epic achievement, Gen said
“My knee swelled up after Thursday’s training run, but
miracles happened yesterday, and I made it round and
actually enjoyed it! My longest training run this year had
been 14 miles, and injuries, colds and weather have not
given me the best training, so I was thrilled. I met some
lovely people along the way and smiled the whole time.
Really loved the race!”

13 April 2018: The Spring Marathon season officially got underway this weekend. It was A Tale of Two Cities,
with Lions aiming for the best of times at both Paris and Manchester.
Paris Marathon
This race across Paris, taking in the Champs Elysées,
the Bois de Vincennes and Boulogne, offers an
incomparable backdrop, with spectacular views and
landmarks all along the route. Nine Lions took part,
in extremely warm conditions, urged on by their loyal
support crew who had made the journey across the
Channel to cheer them round the course.
Results: Tim Walker 4:24:31, Mick Porter
Gareth Webb 5:11:19, Holly Maddocks
Anne‐Marie Killeen 5:13:37, Anne Cawdron
Colette Croft 5:36:53, Linda Williamson
Jackie Barker 5:46:14

5:01:52,
5:11:19,
5:36:30,
5:42:43,

Many of the Paris Marathon runners and supporters took the opportunity to try Montsouris parkrun the day
before the big race – and amazing veteran Lioness
Bernadette Rowland set a new VW80 time of 40:15 over the 5K course. Allez Bernadette!
Manchester Marathon
Starting and finishing at Old Trafford, the Manchester Marathon
attracted its biggest ever field this year. Ed Hyland led the Lions
home in an excellent time, and there were several other strong
performances and personal bests on the day.
Results: Ed Hyland 2:40:55, Sean Thompson 3:04:33, Clayton
Cutter 3:18:40, Richard Cade 3:21:45, Richard Heaton 3:42:00, Jan
King 3:46:27, Cat Daniel 3:55:23, Gail Schofield 4:22:59

Mags and Lucy finish 1st Lady and 3rd Lady at Baildon
Boundary Way
The in‐form Mags Beever continued her excellent season,
finishing 1st Lady at the Baildon Boundary Way Trail Half
Marathon. Lucy Collins (making her return to racing after a lay
off) was hot on her heels, finishing 3rd Lady.
Results: Mags Beever 1:40:15, Lucy Collins 1:45:29, Damien
Pearson 1:48:19, Julie Field 1:55:04, Derek Doyle 1:57:52,
Amanda Zito 1:58:06, Alex Whyte 2:54:58

Sheffield Half Marathon
This demanding half marathon reward runners with spectacular views of the Peak District and various city
landmarks. Starting in the City Centre, runners travel down the ‘Eccy’ Road, passing Encliffe Park and the
outskirts of Dore before returning to the City Centre to finish in front of the Town Hall. The rapidly improving
Michelle “Rocket” Rogerson was first Lion to finish, just ahead of partner Ian.
Results: Michelle Rogerson 1:46:00, Ian Hoskins 1:47:27
Thirsk 10 Mile
The Thirsk 10 has been held for over 30 years and provides a fast‐flat course which lends itself to a fast time
and gives all abilities a chance of achieving a personal best. It also boasts a main grandstand finish at Thirsk
Racecourse! It was Steve Hallam’s chance to shine on the day, leading the pack of Lions home in a return to full
fitness after recent ill health.
Results: Steve Hallam 1:17:21, Rebecca O’Neill 1:23:35, Liz Hallam 1:31:46
Bunny Runs
Just one Lion at Haworth for the second of this year’s series of Bunny Runs. 181 runners took part this week.
Torrential rain earlier in the day and on the previous day meant there was lots of mud on offer. Despite the
mud, Paul Patrick managed to knock over 30 seconds off his time from last week’s race.
Result: Paul Patrick 23:33
20 April 2018:
Brighton Marathon
Three of the club’s intrepid Marathon runners were in action this weekend, tackling the undulating course at
Brighton. Brighton Marathon has achieved a certain level of notoriety amongst the Lions in recent years on
account of the mentally challenging nature of its route. Participants have to run three times out and back
through a soulless industrial harbour area and past a power station. Race reviews describe it as “brutal, ugly,
windy, and no crowd.”
Results: Wendy Goodwin 4:44:05, Angela Goulden 4:48:33, Jayne Rhodes 5:01:13
Bunny Runs
Paul Patrick completed his hat trick of Bunny Runs last week, running the third and final race of the series.
Each Bunny Run is a mini fell race over moorland terrain at Haworth.
Result: Paul Patrick 23:40
Old Colliery Canter 10K and Half Marathon
The annual Old Colliery Canter races took place on Saturday at Rabbit Ings Country Park near Barnsley. The site
is located on the former colliery yard and spoil heap of the Monkton Colliery. There were some issues with
route finding on the day as runners attempted to navigate the complex and winding course, but at least the
sun came out.
Result (10K): Zoe Lunn 1:11:04
Results (Half Marathon): Kim Ison 2:22:59, Zoe Mallinson 2:25:13

Vale of York 10 Mile
A strong run from Helen Armitage saw her finish 1st
F50 at the Vale of York 10 Mile race. The route, which
is fast and flat, starts on the runway at Rufforth
airfield, home to the York Gliding Centre. Several club
members achieved personal best times on the day.

Results: Helen Armitage 1:17:29, Diane Thornley
1:29:54, Joanne Cooke 1:30:40, Catherine McHugh
1:31:19, Paul Armitage 1:31:56, Dawn Medlock
1:36:59, Manjit Ahiar 1:45:36, Helen Shenton 1:46:43

The Overgate 5K/10K Challenge
Lions made up a significant percentage of the runners at the Overgate Challenge, the popular annual charity
fundraiser for Overgate Hospice. The total field of 372 included over 60 Lions, many of whom have first‐hand
experience of the wonderful work that the hospice does. Cool weather made for pleasant running conditions –
and even the fog was welcome, hiding just how much further it was to the top of Ogden. The Lions
secured an array of category wins, with John Bassinder (1st M60), Aileen Baldwin (1st F65 in a remarkable time
of 48:26) Jan King (1st M65) and Holly Maddocks (1st F U23) all taking honours for the club. Full results are
below, with category placings in bold.
Results (10K): Dan Marsden 42:18, Phillip Moyles 42:18 (2nd M40), Clayton Cutter 42:47, Anthony Mott 42:49
(3rd M40), Leon Severn 43:02, Gareth Knight 45:19, Julie Field 45:40 (3rd Lady and 1st F45), Steve Ashworth
45:58 (3rd M50), James McNutt 45:59, Gerry Banham 46:03 (2nd M55), Stefanie Hopkins 46:23 (2nd F40), Jim
Harris 46:24, Sally Caton 46:34 (3rd F40), John Bassinder 46:42 (1st M60), Maria Harron 47:36 (3rd F45), Stuart
Clinton 48:02, Aileen Baldwin 48:26 (1st F65), Martin Wood 48:29, David Farrah 48:30, Ian Hoskins 48:37,
Michelle Rogerson 48:43, Michael Dunning 48:56, Ian Johnson 48:58, Steve Hallam 49:31, Paul McCormick
50:52, Gareth Webb 51:03, Lesley Hodgson 52:10, Roy Lunt 53:11, Gemma Berriman 53:35, Jan King 53:49 (1st
M65), Gina Anderson Keeble 54:24, Alison Audsley 55:37, Holly Maddocks 56:12 (1st F U23), Susan Cash 56:12
(3rd F50), Brian Conroy 56:25 (2nd M65), Karl Coldwell 56:36, Liz Hallam 56:46, Rachel Fay 57:03, John Hirst
58:27, Zoe Mallinson 58:33, Paula Pickersgill 59:01, Lin Devine 1:00:26 (2nd F55), Helen Harris 1:01:29, Richard
Lambert 1:03:06, Simon Gadd 1:03:27, Karen Appleyard 1:04:36, Ken Chilcott 1:04:56, Anna Stones 1:04:59,
Julie Goddard 1:05:25, Simone Zoledziejewski 1:05:30, Alex Whyte 1:06:06, Richard Brear 1:06:41, Wendy
Paulson 1:07:06, Anne Cawdron 1:07:47, Cheryl Hill 1:07:53, Emma Aveyard 1:08:02, Justin Scargill 1:08:02,
Colette Croft 1:08:53, Patricia Hallowell 1:09:57, Jackie Barker 1:11:43, Carol Heptonstall 1:12:45, Peter
Cawdron 1:12:46, Hilary Scargill 1:12:53, Gail Fawcett 1:16:52, Helen Hudson (race sweeper) 1:42:26
Result (5K): Derek Doyle ‐ running with his son Nathan‐ 24:36 (1st M50)
Wardle Skyline and Gisborough Moors Fell Races
David Culpan represented the Lions on the fells in both the Wardle Skyline and the oddly spelt Gisborough
Moors Fell Races. The Wardle Skyline takes place near Rochdale, and is 7 miles long with 1,250 feet of ascent.
The Gisborough Moors Race covers a distance of about 12 miles with 2,600 feet of ascent, and takes in the
summits of Roseberry Topping, Captain Cooks and Highcliffe Nab, with spectacular views from the tops.
Official results are a closely guarded secret, but David’s own records show a time of 1:12:46 at Wardle and
2:03:04 at Gisborough Moors.

27 April 2018: This weekend saw the daddy of them all – the scorching hot London Marathon, with 15 Lions
among the 40,000 runners massed on the start line alongside Mo Farah
London Marathon
After spending the winter months training in freezing conditions, the fifteen Lions were faced with sizzling
temperatures of 24 degrees on Sunday, making it the hottest day in the history of the event. Good news for
the crowds lining the route who were able to enjoy a carnival atmosphere in blazing sunshine, but a huge
challenge for the runners, with everyone from Mo Farah to the back markers struggling to stay hydrated. The
battle to keep cool proved too much for Lion Matthew Pierson, who sadly had to pull out after 25K run at his
signature furious pace. With Matthew out, Stephen Hall was the first Lion to cross the finish line, in a scorching
time of 2:56:10. The club is enormously proud of each and every one of its marathon runners and very grateful
to coaches Mark Pigford and Tanya Blake for all their help in preparing the runners for their big day.
Results: Stephen Hall 2:56:10, Jamie Westwood 2:58:17, Darren Young 3:12:54, Simon Rawnsley 3:25:46, Tim
Neville 4:06:36, Paula Statham‐Drake 4:14:46, Richard Crombie 4:34:47, Jenny Walker 5:05:41, Caroline
Palmer 5:26:57, Allison Hesketh 5:31:20, Ginny Rushworth 6:22:16, Sandra Robertshaw 6:52:25, Judith
MacDonald 6:57:48, Jeanette Campbell 7:06:39
Yorkshire Vets Grand Prix Series – Race One, Honley
While the Marathon was in full swing in the capital, up in Honley the Yorkshire Veterans Grand Prix series was
getting underway. Over 40 Lions took part in the first race of the series, which this year comprises 10 cross
country races held in various locations across Yorkshire. Points are awarded for individual and team
performances and tallied up over the course of the series. Not only did Stainland’s new Vets Captain Gavin
Mulholland do a top job marshalling his troops, he also led from the front, winning the men’s race in a time of
37:28 and picking up the M45 category win in the process. Other category honours went to Angela Lee (1st
F55), Judith Greenwood (1st F70), Julie Field (2nd F45), Sean Thompson (3rd M50), Amanda Zito (3rd F50) and
John Bassinder (3rd M60). But it’s not all about fast times ‐ every single runner contributes to the team’s
points score, and the Lions managed first place finishes in all but one of the various team categories – a flying
start to the season!
Anniversary Waltz
Altitude Fell Races

and

Teenager

with

These two epic Lake District fell races were
held for the very last time this weekend,
following the recent death of the event
organiser. Both races start and finish at the
village hall in the small Lakeland hamlet of
Stair, and both are extremely challenging.
Whilst the Anniversary Waltz is hard enough
for most people at 11.5 miles long with 3,600
feet of ascent, its big brother race the
Teenager with Altitude is more James
Penson’s cup of tea, at over 15 miles long with
7,600 feet of ascent. The always excellent
Aileen Baldwin finished 3rd F60 in the
Anniversary Waltz, from a very strong field
and in roasting hot conditions. Club coach
Mark Pigford (who helped many of the club’s marathon runners prepare for London, putting together their
marathon training plans and leading their weekly track sessions) also put in a strong performance in the
Anniversary Waltz. Everyone who took part was very enthusiastic about these races, and fingers crossed a new
organiser might be found for them for next year. Results are not available at the time of going to press, but
Lions taking part included Jon Collins, Mark Pottinger, Mark Pigford, Leon Severn, Aileen Baldwin, Jim Harris,
Andrew Earnshaw, David Culpan, Moira Alderson, Rikki Hammond and Steve Boyer (Anniversary Waltz) and

James Penson (Teenager with Altitude). Dan Marsden and John Allen also participated under Calder Valley
colours.
The Dirty Reiver 200K Mountain Bike Challenge
Kielder Forest on the border of England and Scotland is a favourite playground for Lions attempting big
challenges this year. After Roy and Sarah Lunt did their night time marathon there last month, this weekend
saw Tony Mott in action, swapping his running shoes for his mountain bike to take on the 200K Dirty Reiver
ride. Named after the reivers who were raiders along the Anglo‐Scottish border in the Middle Ages, the route
traverses gravel forest access roads near Kielder Forest, taking riders through remote areas in the Borders, and
affording outstanding views to the riders. Tony finished his long day in the saddle in a time of 9:38:55.
Lions Manchester to Sowerby Bridge 50K Ultra Marathon
Like the London marathon runners, Lion Rebecca O’Neill also trained hard all winter in readiness for a planned
50K ultra marathon from Manchester to Sowerby Bridge. Then – disaster! The company organising the race
went out of business and the event was cancelled. But Rebecca and running partner Andrew Falkingbridge
didn’t let this detail stop them, and come race day, they were there on the start line at first light in
Manchester, helped by a swiftly mobilised Lions support crew. The Lions manned impromptu water stations
along the route, cheered the runners on and ran sections of the route alongside them. Rebecca and Andrew
finished in just under 5½ hours, and medals were even conjured up for the pair!

London 2018 ‐ What a journey!
Ginny Rushworth
The 1st of May 2017 seems such a long time ago, however it was the first day of a journey where no
professional gambler would predict the outcome. This is the story of my London Marathon.
“Just fill in a form on line.” “What have you got to lose?” “Wouldn’t it be great if you got a place?”
These and many other questions whiz through your mind a split second before you press the button to post
your ballot entry on the Virgin Money London Marathon 2018 website.
You press the button, it’s gone; you’ve done it. And then……. Oh no it’s too late! I’ll never do it! What happens
if I get injured? I’ve not run more than 10 miles before. It’s too far. Lots drop out. I’ll be OK because you never
get a place unless you’ve entered five times! I’ll just accept my “free” winter training top, in return for my
donated entry fee and I won’t say how relieved I am. This is how the marathon’s emotional roller coaster
begins.
Then through May, June and July the worry subsides and when injuries permit, you go out with your friends for
a run, a chat and you catch up on all the other races and the championship: who is doing what and how well
people are performing. This continues throughout the summer and just as the nights are starting to draw in, it
happens. The first Facebook post pings, then another.
The day you hoped would not arrive has. I am safe; it must be at least a 1 in 20 chance of getting a place.
When I buy raffle tickets, I know that I have contributed to a good cause, but I will return home empty handed.
The post has arrived, two bills, one plastic covered A4 magazine and a soft package. Hang on, the soft package
is for David. The A4’s for me; don’t panic, it’s a rejection and the soft package will be here tomorrow. “YOU’RE
IN” ………. they have got to be kidding…. see para 4.

I check the post on Facebook, lots of rejections, not many people with a place, certainly not that I can train
with, HELP. Then I learnt that Jenny has a place and there are a lot of our steadies planning to do Paris, PHEW!
The club ballot takes place and another steady, Sandra, swells the training ranks.
I need a plan. Quick, find the coach’s details. I need a plan, now. Message sent to Mark who calmly says he’ll
do it over Christmas for a January start. I stay cool, not! I can wait for then, but I’ll make sure I keep up my
usual runs and I’ll add some park runs in, too, just so that I can keep up and maybe improve my fitness.
Christmas is finished. I’m ready for the training. It looks a little daunting as there is an entry on my spreadsheet
for almost every day from now until the big day. I keep telling myself it is manageable, and I have the
Facebook Messenger group set up to discuss run planning and coerce others to run with me.
First long run, 14th January, a flat one, with my new best friend, the canal. It passes without incident and 11
more miles are in the bank. The canal is a Marmite object, love it, hate it or use it for what it is, something to
gauge your distances and to build familiarity with those distances in your head. I’ll explain this later.
The weather seems to be colder and wetter than previous years or is it me feeling sorry for myself? No, it’s not
me. It is confirmed by other seasoned runners and so another cold, wintery Sunday long run, followed the next
day by a coach‐led hill session, is completed. Training with others is making life more bearable, the chatting
(not at hills, obs J). The motivation gained by running with others is very important and shouldn’t be
underestimated. I doubt this group training will be everybody’s cup of tea and some may argue that you are
running the marathon on your own, so don’t you think you should train on your own? My preference was
always to get help where needed and this was my comfort blanket.
The normal club night runs and the weekend long runs go on for numerous weeks and the weather seems to
be getting worse. Some long runs had to be abandoned due to snow; others were re‐schedules for Saturdays
as the forecast was snow and ice for Sundays. We all pushed along to support each other during these
challenging long runs.
I’ve seen lots of new places along the way, from the heights of Buckstones, the white out at the White House
overlooking Littleborough, Bradshaw, Balififf Bridge, Clifton, Walsden, Cooper Bridge and, of course, every inch
of canal from Todmorden to Brighouse.
Knowing the canal so intimately enabled me to gauge how far I had left to run during a marathon. Ten to go
was ONLY west Vale to Brighouse and back, eight to go is ONLY West Vale and Averset and back. Six to go is
ONLY West Vale to Sowerby Bridge and back. It was the ONLY that made it easier and gauging the shorter runs
in my head stopped any panic from occurring
The marathon’s getting nearer, and nerves are kicking in, but I have done all I can in training: hundreds of
miles covered, and now I just need to do my best and try and enjoy the day and soak up the atmosphere.
Friday, 20th April, we go to register and now it becomes real. Thousands and thousands of runners and their
families descend on the London Excel. Some look as nervous as I feel; others look like they are doing this for
the tenth time and just glide through the whole process. I have my letter and my photo ID and within minutes I
have my race number and my first goody bag. The organisation at the event is fantastic.
I listen with the others to the inspirational talks at the Expo and I’m a little emotional listening to the journeys
people have gone through. I am almost at the end my own journey and feel justifiably proud of what I have
achieved so far, the miles covered, the help I have given and received and showing myself that things are
possible even when you are using your last ounces of energy.
Saturday is a relaxing day, the calm before the storm. We head out onto the Thames for a river cruise to save
our legs and feet and then we meet for our last pasta meal.
Sunday morning and the hotel staff have put together a special breakfast bag and opened two hours early for
all the marathon runners staying at the hotel. The atmosphere is good, only the slightest hint of yawning, well
it is 6am and how many of us slept right through; not me that’s for sure.

7.30 a.m., we meet for the photo call and say our good byes. This now feels very real and a little bit lonely
even though I’m part of a small group of friends. As we get closer to Greenwich, the other groups and
individuals congregate at their start area. One last toilet stop and check my number and watch. I re‐pack my
bag with my clothes for afterwards. One last toilet stop! I grab another water bottle from the massive water
station and move to the wagon with my numbered bag. I pass it over and know that that is it, no turning back,
so time for one last toilet stop!
Time to move to my numbered pen. We say our goodbyes and wish each other the best of luck. We are
starting together but not running together. I check all my bars are where I can get to them and finish my last
water. The minutes pass by, everybody is chatty and just waiting to be called and finally, at 10:40 and 26
seconds I cross the start line.
I mustn’t start too quickly, I’m checking my watch every 30 seconds due to the nerves still on pace. Time to
settle down for the long haul.
The crowds are loud, louder than I would have believed. They are awesome. I practise my wave and my nod
for every time somebody shouts my name. However, it isn’t long before the wave becomes a pleasant hand
gesture due to the numbers wishing me well. The other starting points join us and soon I’m drifting towards
the Cutty Sark. I slow and take in the sight and try to commit it to memory. I want to remember as much as I
can, and I have planned to slow at all the main landmarks to try and take it in. The road widens after the Cutty
Sark and off we go to Tower Bridge.
My watch is saying almost 12 miles, we must be close, but I can’t see the bridge, the noise is getting louder,
and my re‐designed hand gesture of thanks is working a treat. It’s getting louder, the sound is bouncing off the
buildings and there is a right turn coming up, I round the corner and there it is. The bridge dominates your
view. You forget that the last water station had run out of water and press on towards the bridge. The sound is
deafening, the emotion is rising. I compose myself as I approach the first Lions spectator post at the north side
of the bridge on the left‐hand side.
Heaven. Family, friends, cheers, smiling faces and a fresh bottle of water. It is hot, very hot but there is still a
job to do, I thank all the spectators and trot on turning right away from the finish line and towards half way.
The cheering never stops and one lovely family shout as clear as day, “Come on, Ginny, we know you can do it.
You are awesome!” How nice of them. Hundreds of thousands of people lining a route and just cheering and
encouraging unknown individuals for hours and hours and hours. No expenses to claim, no medal for them to
collect, all they have to look forward to are bruised hands and sore throats; I wish they did spectator medals,
they all deserve them.
Round to the banking quarter where I had been warned that it’s a lonely place and where you have to dig deep
and plod on. I didn’t get this feeling; maybe it was the good weather that brought everybody out to spectate.
The crowds did not seem to thin out and you have to remember that by this time Mo Farrar had passed this
place almost three hours before me!
I get to twenty miles, ONLY West Vale to Sowerby Bridge and back to go! I hear a huge shout, “Ginny, we told
you can do it, you’re awesome!” Blimey, how the heck did they remember me? I summon my best wave, a big
smile and shout a big “thank you”.
How was I to know my chip did not register at the 35km mark? Sorry for the worry I caused, normal service
resumed at 40km.
I pass the Lions cheering squad again at 25 miles. I’m enjoying myself ONLY a mile and a bit to go, London Eye
and Big Ben (inc. scaffolding) are all noted and committed to memory and I’m on the home straight, Abbey
and Cathedral on the left, Whitehall on the right and down Bird Cage.
Buckingham Palace sits just after the 385 yards to go line, one more turn to the right and the vision I had been
dreaming about for the last six months is in sight. Steady, compose yourself and go for it. Seconds later I have
a medal around my neck and hugging the volunteer handing them out.

Photos are taken, T‐shirt chosen, goody bag collected, and my own bag collected. All these events are run
faultlessly; the organisers know what they are doing. It’s a bit like a well organised Stainland Lions event only
on a slightly larger scale.
I meet up with family and friends. I’m shattered, elated, shaking, warm, cool, disbelieving but really chuffed
that I managed to complete the journey that is the London Marathon.
There are so many people to thank; my family, my friends, Stainland Lions, my running buddies, the long
runners, our Club’s coaches, people who have sponsored me and the people of London. THANK YOU!!
Ginny Rushworth

Why I run
Rebecca O’Neil
I have been asked to write a little piece about myself for this month’s newsletter. Just to introduce myself to
any new members who don’t know me and to have a little think about why I enjoy running, what made me
start running and what I feel to have got out of Stainland Lions.
It all started with needing to up my game back in 2012. Getting complacent with life and doing the same
couple of exercise classes and a swim once a week. I was aware the weight was creeping on and that wasn’t
something I was comfortable with. I had previously been very strong and fit but had a couple of years where
this wasn’t so much of a priority.
I started by switching about what classes I became involved in,
which I found incredibly tough, but stuck at it. Alongside that I also
started to go for walks. Starting with a couple of miles then
starting to run from lamppost to lamppost until I the point where I
could run for 10 minutes. In the meantime, I continued going to
the said classes and got to know a lovely lady called Virginia Young
who was/still is a Stainland Lions member. I kept putting it off
saying to her I will join I will. I think I was just a bit scared as I could
not run very far, but it was always at the back of my mind to just
‘man up’ and go along.
So that is exactly what I did, and my first run was an away run
down at the Tower House hotel where I joined in with JP’s group. I
was a spent force at the end but didn’t let on I was battered! I
remember being in awe of Aileen in the group skipping along. I got
chatting to folk that night and joined there and then.
And that’s how it started for me, every Thursday I went down to
the club and slowly I started to make new friends. For the first few
weeks I always felt so nervous, in fact a little sick standing on the
perimeter of the groups not knowing who to talk to. Sometimes I
didn’t talk to anyone. But I always remember Colin or Brian Conroy
making a beeline for me and huddling me in and including me.
I continued to go down to the club for a few months and did club runs. Then with all the talk of the races that
people had done I decided I was ready for the challenge of a race. Sensible people would choose a 5k or
maybe a 10k but not me! I chose a half marathon over in Macclesfield. On the day of the race I travelled over
to Macclesfield feeling sick with nerves but came in at a respectable 1.55. And the journey has continued since

then back in 2013 to now. I completed my first marathon in 2014 moving up to completing an ultra‐distance
just last week and with another marathon still to come this year and yes also another ultra.
What do I get from this club? I have made an invaluable set of friends who support each other through
marathon training, physically and personally when we sound off about work, home, life issues. But I also like to
touch base with others in different friendship running circles. Anyone that has been at the club for some time
also know of Hal. He is the holistic therapist of choice for many of us but has also become a friend to many of
us, myself included. I’m grateful to the Lions as I probably wouldn’t have crossed his path had I not been part
of the club. He has helped when I’ve felt desperate with any injuries/ niggles but also is an excellent voice of
reason when I have chewed his ear and has given me grounded advice.
So now I have settled down in terms of chasing PB times etc. This year is about enjoying what I enter and
having finishers photos where I’m smiling as opposed to the 1000yd stare! (Of which there have been plenty!).
I’ve never done the championship so if you are a new to the club and listening to ‘which division are you in’
chatter then don’t be alarmed! It really is an option when you join the club and not a necessity. The
championship is great fun in terms of ‘banter and winding up’ but if that type of pressure isn’t for you then
don’t even worry about it.
I am now the social secretary of the club and in to my 2nd year. I am always eternally grateful to the team that
support me in that role as we are all incredibly busy people who fit in working full time with families and
running and then creating events. Without them the social side of the club wouldn’t be sustainable, and we
are always looking for new people to help. The committee also are a support and always turn up to events
when they can to make them the success they are as well as a good percentage of the members too.
There you go ‐ started my journey back in 2012 and not ready for it to end just yet.
Rebecca O’Neill 43 nearly 44 years young.

Ultra!
Andrew Falkingbridge
If you look in the dictionary you'll find the definition of an ultra is 'an extremist', or the word can be used as a
prefix meaning 'to an extreme degree'. In running circles, the prefix is usually added to 'marathon', which
probably means doing marathons 'to an extreme degree'.
The reality of ultramarathons is that they are simply running events which cover a distance longer than a
marathon. There is no officially recognised distance, just 'longer than a marathon' will do. Organised events
tend to shy away from distances of 26 miles 386 yards and start with 30 miles as the marker. Beyond that, the
sky is the limit. 40 miles? 50 miles? 100 miles? 200 miles? Yep ‐ if you want to do it you can enter races which
involve 200 miles or more of none stop running. But we are getting ahead of ourselves here.
It all began late in 2017. Rebecca O'Neill thought it might be fun to try one of these ultramarathon events.
'Fun' being an odd choice of word to describe such a feat, but in some ways, ultras are a much more relaxed
affair than marathons. Marathons are races against the clock, you have trained for a pace, for a target time
and you are in the mix with the hundreds and thousands of other runners. It's big, it's happening, and you give
it 110% to hit that finish line as soon as you can. Now people do race ultras too, indeed we have our own Lions
who do very well indeed and get their hands‐on silverware, but in general the ultra event is a much more
sedate affair when compared to a marathon. It's much more about the journey, the distance, the endurance
and the much more agreeable pace. We'll gloss over the time restrictions of cut offs here, but you get the idea.
So, Rebecca started to train. Ramping up the running ‐ but keeping the Ultra race she had entered as a closely
guarded secret.

As Christmas turned to the New Year all those with Manchester, Paris, London and other marathon places
started to congregate on the canal paths on a Sunday morning. That's where I entered the fray, applying my
training plan for the big race in London at the end of April.
And so, we ran. And then ran some more. And some more again.
Occasionally Rebecca's path would cross with mine and we might even run some more.
All was going fine, Rebecca was building up a strong endurance base, which was odd for someone not running
a spring marathon. Maybe she just likes running. A lot.
My running was coming along nicely too. I might even be on for a PB in London.
Then disaster struck. I pulled a muscle in my calf. London was over for me. I didn't want to risk it in training or
on the day, so deferred my entry to 2019. At about the same time I found out that there was a plan behind all
of Rebecca's training. She had only gone an entered an Ultramarathon! It was scheduled for the same
weekend as the London Marathon and the Anniversary Waltz.
Woah! Big time running. An Ultramarathon starting at Sowerby Bridge and following the Rochdale Canal
through the Calder Valley, over the tops, down to Littleborough under the M62 and the M60 and then right
into the heart of Manchester. Some 32 of your finest English miles.
My calf was recovering, but it wasn't up for a hard race at London. Maybe a long steady run would be just right
to keep things moving. Rebecca sensed my weakness and before I knew it I had signed up for an
Ultramarathon.
Oh dear. What have I done?
It was now out in the open, we were going to do this ‐ although at the time I wasn't doing any running as my
calf recovered, and Rebecca was cranking up her efforts running further than ever. Gulp.
Then a couple of weeks before the event another disaster struck. The company organising the event went
bust. That's it. Event over. Sorry.
We couldn't let all that training go to waste. So, we quickly agreed that we would still run on the day and make
use of shops along the way to get top‐ups of fuel and fluids as there would be no feed stations. We would start
from Sowerby Bridge at the scheduled start time and arrive later in the day in Manchester and then get the
train back to the start. Such a shame that that race wasn't in the opposite direction, as the Canathlon race a
few weeks earlier had been ‐ a race where Lions performed exceptionally well.
But hang on a minute! This race was now our race and we could change the rules as we were making them.
We would start in Manchester and end up having a beer somewhere in Sowerby Bridge. We also changed the
rules on feed stations, we wouldn't be tied down by fixed locations, instead we would round up Lions
volunteers to be our mobile feed stations along the route! A plan was coming together, and the race date was
fast approaching.
So, at around 6:30 in the morning on Saturday 21st April we were driven over to the darkest heart of
Manchester. Which turned out not to be too grim. Indeed, the Holiday Inn hotel across the road from our start
point kindly allowed use of their facilities before we set up.
The start line was at lock gate 84 on the canal. The finish would be at lock gate 4. Only 80 locks to go. We got
to know, and love locks all the way along the Rochdale canal.
At precisely 07:30 Her Majesty the Queen stepped out onto the lawn at Windsor Castle and pressed the big
red 'START' button. This was a test of the button that would be used the next day to start the London
Marathon, and it worked perfectly. We were off.

Rebecca started out like Usain Bolt in the Olympic 100m final but was soon reined in by my continual
suggestions to SLOW DOWN. We fixed on a steady pace of 10m36s per mile. Which isn't quick, but when you
are going to be running for some time it is a good pace. The aim is to maintain the pace for the duration, not to
gradually tail off to a hobble by the time we reach Sowerby Bridge.
After a few minutes we were out of Manchester city centre and skirting the edges of the 'Shameless' estate,
with authentic fires burning on the canal path and stolen goods discarded under canal bridges. Only a few
locals out for an early morning walk were around, and soon we could discard our imaginary stab vests. The
canal path out of Manchester is a cluster of derelict mills and urban development, not the most scenic part of
the journey and it was good to get passed this early on.
It wasn't long before we cross the Manchester outer ring road, the M60, and didn't seem to take much longer
to reach the M62. We were feeling good, the sun was shining, and we were heading into the foothills of
Pennines.
Rebecca took a call from Clayton ‐ he was arriving into Rochdale by train and would run with us back to
Sowerby Bridge, at a steady pace. Before we got to meet Clayton, we had our first pit stop with our transfer
driver Neil between Castleton and Rochdale. A few sips of full fat flat Coke and we were on our way, and the
caffeine hit accelerated us through to Rochdale, and across the Oldham Road to lock 50 (only 46 to go!) where
Clayton was waiting.
This was around half marathon distance, our times were significantly below PBs, but that was quite OK today.
Steady as we go was the motto.
And then my hips started to seize up without warning. Which wasn't good as we still had a LONG way to go.
Clayton and Rebecca carried on at the relentless steady pace and I dropped behind, I simply couldn't get my
legs to turn effectively ‐ the lack of training was starting to bite.
Out of nowhere ‐ or so it seemed ‐ our mobile volunteers appeared! What a sight for sore eyes. Lions
everywhere, ready to cheer us all the way home, and we weren't even half way yet. This was at Smithy Bridge,
I didn't want to stop as I didn't want my hips to fully seize so I ran on to the next car pit stop at Littleborough
maybe a mile away. Except it wasn't, it was literally the other side of the bridge where we had met the Lions. A
couple of paracetamols for pain and I was on my way again.
Littleborough was a chance for a family catch up for Rebecca, it is also the half way distance. Not far to go
now, but we did have the big climb up to Summit coming next. More locks, more little hills. My hips were back
to working ways and the run up to Summit was the best part of the day for me, the countryside opened up,
the sky was blue, the canal was glistening, and the sun was shining.
There was no wind and rain ‐ a bonus!
Rebecca finished the family catch up and the proceeded to catch me up and burst past ‐ maintaining her
clockwork like pace. Clayton kept busy by looping between the two of us and in no time, we were at the high
point of the route at the highest canal point in the country appropriately named Summit. Support, as ever, was
in attendance and we were given every encouragement to crack on. I was looking for Rebecca to get a photo
of us at Summit and sent Clayton on ahead, but she had gone. There was no stopping her today.
Clayton went ahead as I was starting to slow. I took it easy on the downhill, snapping more pictures of the
ever‐present locks and before long Todmorden appeared. We also started to see others who had entered the
Ultra and decided to undertake the course on their own steam, some were running, most were walking ‐ they
still had a LONG way to go. At Walsden the ever‐present support crew were there. I must have looked a bit
worse for wear as I was offered SO many drinks and a buff to put on my burning head!
Not far to Todmorden, I would see them around the corner. And maybe even catch up with Rebecca ‐ wishful
thinking.

About 200m before Todmorden I met up with another group who had set off on the route in the original
direction ‐ a photo opportunity and I was on my way again. But that short stop may have been my downfall. I
set off again but my right calf, which has been my nemesis in training, cramped up again. Maybe it was just
cramp and not a tear, but I didn't want to risk it. I walked into Todmorden where Neil was waiting just ahead
of the road bridge. More refuelling and I took the decision to see how things might go to on the way to
Hebden Bridge.
But as I set off it was clear that my calf wasn't in the mood for this. It was going to be a long run/walk/stumble
to Hebden Bridge. But once again the Lions support crew came to the rescue, there they were, right after the
bridge and it was a no‐brainer decision for me to call it a day there when Roy's car with a welcoming front seat
was tempting me. Twenty‐two miles in the bag on a hot day with no training ‐ I'll take that.
Out of the sun and heat and into the car was bliss. Salt crystallised on my neck and face, I was rather
dehydrated, and it showed. Hopefully this did mean that my calf was cramping and not torn.
We headed to Lock 4 at Sowerby Bridge to cheer Rebecca over the finish line. After a short recovery we set off
to intercept Rebecca and her running support crew and, in the distance, the unmistakable Stainland Lions top
appeared. My calf was fine, so I ran the last mile home back to Lock 4 ‐ taking in an unexpected diversion along
the roads of Sowerby Bridge as the canal was closed. Rebecca was still very strong; her pace was unwavering ‐
all the way from Manchester to Sowerby Bridge.
The mobile support crew were ready to cheer her over the line. Finally, after 32 miles, it was all done. The
Ultra had been conquered.
The lock keeper at Sowerby
Bridge was kind enough to open
the gates for us to get a photo
together on Lock 4. We had
seen enough locks to last a
lifetime, but this one was
special. Returning to the
support team we were taken by
surprise when we were awarded
medals ‐ special medals minted
by Lions for Lions. This was a
fantastic touch from the support
team. Thank you all!
Then, as is tradition, we retired
to the pub and had beer and
other refreshments. A grand day
out for everyone.
If this has whetted your appetite me and Rebecca will be doing it all again in June along the Leeds/Liverpool
canal. A 32‐mile run from Leeds out to Shipley and then back, all are welcome to join us, there are some places
left but they are selling out fast!

